
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 
Report 

Name of 

Activity 
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day on theme Anek Bhasha Bhav Ek 

Date 31-10-2023 

Venue Classroom No. 201 

Organized by Cultural Club, MIMT 

No. of 

Beneficiaries 

23 Students  

Activity In-

charge 

Ms. Sonali Chauhan & Ms. Janvi (Faculty, MIMT) 

Objectives Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day at MIMT celebrated India's linguistic tapestry, 

weaving student presentations, song performances, and language exchanges into a 

vibrant tapestry of understanding and appreciation. It aimed to bridge gaps, 

strengthen unity in diversity, inspire future cultural exchange, and promote 

inclusivity towards the diverse languages that paint India's rich portrait. 

Content On October 31st, 2023, the Cultural Club of Mangalmay Institute of Management 

and Technology (MIMT), Greater Noida, transformed into a vibrant hub of unity 

and diversity as they celebrated Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day. This year's 

theme, "Anek Bhasha Bhav Ek," resonated through the corridors as students, 

draped in the colors of their home states, took center stage as proud ambassadors 

of their cultural heritage. 

 

PowerPoint presentations weren't merely informative displays; they were vibrant 

tapestries woven with the threads of language, tradition, and personal anecdotes. 

The Himalayas whispered tales of adventure through Kashmiri voices, while the 

rhythmic beats of Kerala's Chenda melam drums reverberated through captivating 

Malayalam narration. Each state unfolded like a colorful story book, its distinct 

flavours brought to life by the students' passionate presentations in their native 

languages. 

 

Beyond geography and landmarks, the presentations delved into the soul of each 

region. Gujarati students shared verses from revered poets, while Marathi 

speakers serenaded the audience with folk songs passed down through 

generations. The air crackled with laughter as students exchanged playful 

greetings in their mother tongues, reminding everyone that communication thrives 

even when words differ. 

 

But the real magic of the day lay in the connections forged and the understanding 

cultivated. Students exchanged recipes, learned basic phrases from each other's 

languages, and discovered hidden gems within their diverse nation. Through their 

presentations, they became bridges, connecting not just states but hearts. 

 

Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day at MIMT wasn't just an event; it was a 

symphony of unity in diversity. It celebrated the strength and beauty of India's 

linguistic tapestry, proving that even though we speak different tongues, our 

dreams resonate with the same patriotic pride. It was a day where classrooms 

transformed into windows to diverse cultures, and students emerged as 

ambassadors of inclusivity, sowing the seeds of understanding and appreciation 

for our fellow Indians, one language at a time. 



 
 

The echoes of "Anek Bhasha Bhav Ek" continue to reverberate, a testament to the 

enduring spirit of India's unity that transcends borders and linguistic barriers. 

MIMT's celebration stands as a beacon of hope, reminding us that in our 

differences lies our greatest strength, and that together, we weave a magnificent 

tapestry called India 

Outcome of 

Activity 

Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day celebrations painted a vibrant tapestry of unity, 

as students showcase their cultures, forge friendships, learn about each other's 

states, and weave empathy and understanding in place of language barriers. This 

celebration of India's diversity inspires future collaborations, strengthens national 

pride, and leaves a lasting mark on campus life, reminding everyone that in our 

differences, we are one India. 

 



 

 

Attendance of the activity on “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Day” 



 
GLIMPSES OF THE ACTIVITY 

 



 



 



 



 



 

 

Students representing their states, its culture in their native language covering the states 

of Bengal, Bihar, Maharashtra, Uttarakhand, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Kerala 

and Uttar Pradesh. 


